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Badgered

Heading home
Check out a visual recap
of all the Homecoming
2009 events -SEE NEWS,A2

Women's soccer falls 1-0 to Wisconsin
and out of NCAA tourney-SEE sPoR1s,A10
UCFdel

ts No. II Hou ton

CIA
recruits
onUCF.

!I

HomecolJling King and
Queen winners

·'

by Justine Griffin
Learn more about Caitlyn
McManus and Kyle Schumacher,
the 2009 king an? queen.

campus

MFA program art show

Students swarm to
information session

by Mike Bafducci
The MFA program hosted an
art show downtown at the UCF
Center for Emerging Media.

CAMILLE THOMAS
Staff Writer

Millican Hall statue
by Cassie Turner
Anew statue was unveiled
Friday in honor ofthe
university's first president.

When recruiters from the
CIA came to UCF, the room was
so packed that many students
had to stand along walls and sit
on the floor to hear the information presented.
On Thursday, the CIA came
to present information about job
positions and to interview students interested in pursuing a
career with the agency.
Some universities showed
resistance against CIA recruitment on college camp~ses in the
past, such as New York University and the University of Texas,
where the Campus Antiwar Network protested to the point of
cancellation of the recruitments
in the spring of 2005. No UCF
groups gathered to protest the
event on Thursday, however.
Instead, there was optimism
for students in need of well-paying careers after graduating into
an ecc;>nomic downturn, especially those in currently lowerdemand fields, such as humanities.
"If you are really passionate
about something, there is something here for you," said Director
of Intelligence recruiter Michael
Coles.

,)

Women's basketball vs.
Middle Tenn. State
by Brandon Ribak
See how the Knights did when
they took on Mid Tenn. State
Sunday.

Men's basketball vs.
Howard Bison
by Ryan Bass
Check out the live blog while
men's basketball faces Howard
on Tuesday.

Women's soccer vs.
Wisconsin Badgers
by Carlos Pineda
The Knights fell in the second
round of the NCAA tourney.

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

)

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
I

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

·'

GIVE AN OLD BIKE A
CHANCE AT ANOTHER
RIDE

Bicycles abandoned on campus
and recovered by the UCF Police
Department will be sold at auction
for cash only to the highest bidder.
The auction will be Tuesday at 11
a.m.in front ofthe Student Union.

SAMPLE DELICIOUS
FOOD FROM AROUND
THE GLOBE
Come watch and learn as
international cuisine is prepared in
front ofyou in afood
demonstration. The demo will be
Tuesday from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m.
in the Barbara Ying Center.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

ARMY ENGINEERS TO
LOOK FOR BURIED
BOMBS IN ORLANDO

•

The Army Corps of Engineers will
be returning to an Orlando middle
school to search for World War II
explosives. More than 400 pounds
of bombs were found under
Odyssey Middle School in 2008.

PLEASE SEEVISIT ON A7

i

Student gives her
! Name change
• equa1•1ty
fmal answer in NYC · I bnngs
VALERI WALSH
Contribuling Writer

Kristin Johnson had the
opportunity to take the
"hot seat" on the popular
show Who Wants to 'be a
Millionaire? in New York
City last month. ·
Johnson, a senior elementary education major,
was chosen to participate in the show after
she and her fiance,
Benjamin Gamble,
a senior computer science major,
applied to be a
) part of a special
Wedding Week
edition of the

News Editor

•
\
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show.
Unfortunately for Gamble, the Wedding Week
idea was cancelled, but
Johnson was able to compete as an individual competitor on Oct. 27. The
show will air on Jan. 29.
PLEASE SEE

GAMESHOW ON A9

f

KEVIN HERNANDEZ

Do you like the

Contributing Writer

name change?

.

1

1

For more than 33 years,
the Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Student Union
has been the name of the
organization at UCF
whose mission is to
achieve equality and fair
treatment for all persons
regardless of sexual orientation, according to the
group's Web site.
That name has now
officially been changed to

•

www.UCFNews.com

dents, students that were
questioning their sexuality
and straight allies," said
Equal President Eden
Wetherell. 'We didn't want
to seem that we were
being exclusive to gays and
not inclusive of all other
people:'
The club has been trying to change its name for
two years but could not
Equal
find a name that all the
'We wanted to change members agreed OIL
the name so we could According to the club's
include transgendered stu- . constitution, a three-

CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Equal, formerly GLBSU, rides down
Gemini Boulevard during Homecoming.

fourths majority of the
members must agree on a
name to officially change
the name of the organization
"Having the name
'Equal' is starting to lose
PLEASE SEE

CLUB ON A8

Homecoming inspir~ goodwill
. 'JENNIFER ROSS

INDEX

Would you work
fortheOA?
www.UCFNews.com

UCF student organiza. tions participated in collections and competitions
throughout Homecoming
Week to rais'e money for
charities.
According to Alex Blinder, the Homecoming executive board's philanthropy
director, nearly 2,600
pounds of aluminum, 2,988
cans of food and 9,057 Box

Tops for Education were Delta Theta and Delta Delta
collected by students.
. Delta received the large
The small organizations organization award in the
that collected the most alu- same category. The Honors
minum cans were Kappa Congress was also the small
Alpha Theta and Phi Alpha organization winner for
Delta, while Kappa Kappa collecting the most Box
Gamma, Tau Kappa Epsilon Tops for Education. Chi
and Sigina Nu won the Omega, FIJI, Pi Delta Psi
award for large organiza- and Phi Mu Alpha collected
the most for large organizations.
The Honors Congress tions.
received the small organiA Spirit Cup award was
zation award for collecting
the most canned food. Phi
PLEASESEE ORGANIZATIONS ON AS

JENNIFER ROSS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students drop pennies in jugs belonging to various UCF organizations fur the Penny
Wars competition held in front of the Student Union throughout Homecoming Week.

~
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News and rwtices for

the UCF community

Give an old bike anew home
Bicycles abandoned on
campus and recovered by
the UCF Police Department
will be sold at auction cash only - to the highest
bidder on Tuesday.
There are about 175 bicycles that will be sold as-is.
Some may need substantial
repairs before safe use.
The auction will begin at
11 am. and last until 2 p.m.
and will take place in front
of the Student Union

Watdl delicious food be made
Come watch and learn as
international cuisine is pre:
pared in front of you in a
food demonstration
The demo, hosted by the
International Services Center, will be tomorrow fromll
am. until 3 p.m. in the Barbara Ymg Center.
Call 407-823-5515 for
more information

GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Homecoming Week
2009 photo recap:
"Knightro~s Circus"

rus

•

The Centro/ Flotido Future Is the independen~ studentwritten newspaper at the University of Cent@I Aorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the ind~idual
columnist and not necessarilythose of theeditorial staff
or the Unlve~ity administration. All content is property
oftheC£ntro/RondaFutureand may not be reprinted In
part orin whole withoutpennission from the publisher.

•

.. NEWSROOM
407-447-4558
Editor-in-Chief
Jeffrey Riley x213

•

CFF.editor@gmail.com

•

News Editors
Justine Griffin and
Jennifer Ross x213
News.CFF@gmailcom

Online News Editor
Ashley Camifaxx213
Online.CFF@gmailcom

•

Opinions Editors
Samuel Struckhoff and
Jerriann Sullivan x213

_Bring your lunch and
hear UCF authors share
their views on the rich culture and literature of the
Caribbean
The event, hosted by the
UCF Library, will be in the
hbrary Room 223 from noon
until 1:30 p.m. Wednesday.
Call 407-823-5982 for
more information

•

Opinions.CFF@gmailcom

Sports Editors
Ryan Bass and
William Perry x215
5ports.CFF@gmail.com

Variety Editor
Mike Balducci x214

,.

Variety.CFF@gmail.com

· Photo Editor
Caitlin Bush
Photo.CFF@gmailcom

•

Staff Photogra~hers
Ashley lnguanta, lfami Rotlewicz,
' Amanda Moore, Christina DeParis,
Erin Drew, Rayma Jenkins,
Emre Kelly, Tina RuS'Sell,
George Oehl

•

Keep with local headlines
you may have missed

Government to look for more
buried bombs in Orfando area
ORLANDO The
Army Corps of Engineers
will be returning to an
Orlando middle school to
search for World War II
explosives that might be
buried there.
The federal agency will
inspect part of the Odyssey
Middle School campus
where 15 portable classrooms are being removed
because of declining
enrollment Corps officials
hadn't been able to search
that area with metal detectors and other bomb-finding technology before.
More than 400 pounds
of World War II-era bombs
and
munitions
were
unearthed
from
the
grounds around the middle
school over the winter holiday last year. Part of the
school grounds had been
used by the Army in the
1940s to train bombardiers
for combat.
Munitions have also
been found in backyards
and construction sites.

"

Staff Writers
Michelle Dendy,
William Goss, Jillian Krotki,
Carlos Maldo'nado, Jen Glantz,
Donald Thomann, Stephanie de
Sousa, Mary Cristobal, Jonathan
Hohensee, Allen Levin, John
Murphy, Shaun Bevan,
Carmen Carroquino, Justin Sanak
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Copy Editors
William Buclianan, Kelsey Hinton,
Viloc Pham, Jennifer Dorval
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Graphic Artists
Caril Cooper,
Joseph Mangabat
Editorial Adviser
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BUSINESS

407-447-4555

_Advertising-Sales Director
Mark. Lanaris x204
MarkL@KnightNewspapers.com

University Sales Director
Heissam Jebailey x201
Heissaml@KnightNewspapers.com

Distribution Manager
Benjamin Wallinger x211
BWallinger@KnightNewspapers.com

General Manager
Raymond G. Bush x220
RoyB@KnightNewspapers.com

Fax: 407-447-4556
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax
to "407-447-4556 or an e-mail
to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines are 5
p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, and 5 p.m. Wednesday for Thursday.

•

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

Aliterary taste of the islands

LET US KNOW

•

(intra) :Jfuriba :futun

Above, a hoard of students charge the Reflecting Pond like an excited army during the 2009 Spirit Splash as the UCF cheerleaders and marching band
performed. Top, students grab at flying fowl - rubber ducks with special UCF Homecoming 2009 logos. T-shirts with special patterns were given out as well.

Published by Knight Newspapers
11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
Orlando, FL32817
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LOCAL WEATHER

~~0Stands For Opportunity•

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Twenty percent chance of
PARTLY
CLOUDY
High:79°
Low:60°

rain. North northeast wind
around 10 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy. North
northeast wind at 7 mph.

/:S;
~

Tuesday

High:81°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:61°

Wednesday

High:81°

PARTtY CLOUDY

Low:63°

One free copy of the Centro/Ronda Future pemlitted
per issue. If available, additional copies may be
purchased from our office with prior approvalfor $1
each. Newspaper theft is a aime. Violato" may
be subject to civil and criminal prosecution
and/or Unive"ity discipline.
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NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY I NO DOCTOR VISIT NEEDED

407-737-TEST (8378)
AffordablelabsOrlando.com
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Study shows texting helps kick smoking
CAMILLE THOMAS
Staff Writer

Texting, besides dominating communication in
the 21st century, may be
good for helping stop the
habit of smoking.
An experiment at the
University of Auckland in
New Zealand revealed an
easier way to quit smoking
may be right at your fingertips.
"It's tactile," said Tom
Hall, director of education
and training programs for
UCF's Alcohol and Other
Drug Prevention Programming. "Smokers are used
to doing things with their
hands."
Telecommunication for
quitting smoking has
already been used in
American programs for
veterans in rural areas to
make it easier for those
who are disabled, said Iris
Cruz, assistant director of
clinical studies for UCF's
Alcohol and Other Drug
Prevention center. She said

more and more health care
providers are now moving
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nicotine replacements, a was developed by Hon- short-term effects, roughly
"It makes sense ,that
group that received sup- drary Professor Anthony doubling short-term quit mobile phones could offer
port from text messages Rogers of the University of rates at four to six weeks an alternative option for
only and a group that Auckland's Clinical Trials after the quit attempt had some people who want to
received support by text Research Unit. Whittaker started. However, only the quit smoking," Whittaker
message and Internet said Rogers compared tex- mobile phone with the said. "We know that quitactivity and e-mails, Whit- ting to "chewing gum for Internet program was able ting is hard, and most peotaker said in an e-mail the fingers."
to produce long-term ple try many times to quit,
interview.
Results showed that results. Further studies are so offering a more effecThe texting program both programs had solid underway, Whittaker said.
tive option is a good idea"
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Twenty percent of students at UCF smoke, based
on a survey done in October, Hall said. UCF uses
programs like Quit Smart
to help students who want
to quit smoking pay attention to the emotional and
psychological and physical
needs of a smoker.
"I just enjoy it," said
Pascal Sacleux, a senior
music major at UCF. "It's
not a burden if I don't have
a cigarette. If [texting]
helps some people, that's
great. You can just stop. It's
not like alcoholism, you
can't
die
from
withdrawal."
Unfortunately, young
people are not utilizing the
resources or seeing the
long-term effects at this
stage in their life, Cruz
said.
"It's not affecting my
health enough to quit.
[Health] depends on more
than smoking," Sacleux
said. "I .feel worse after a
hamburger from McDonald's."
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HPV Fact:
It is estimated
that
•
I
1n the
US, there is a
new case of
I

Professor Patrick E. Tolan, Jr.,
founder and faculty advisor to
Barry Law's Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance program,
encourages his students to
serve the community. "One of the
most fUndamental skllls we, as
professors, can provide our
fUture attorneys Is compassion.
1111s Is a sklll that cannot easily
be taught In the classroom, but
Is quickly develqped
as they help thOse

who are less
fortunate."
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There's something you can do.
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WUCF celebrates 30th year on campus ·
AMY SIMPSON

Riley said. "It's really
grown."
Riley said she hopes the
This year marks 89.9 station's next projects can
FM WUCF's· 30-year include adding another
anniversary, as well as the HD channel, having a bigcentennial of the birth of ger news presence and
one of jazz's most famous staff and expanding its
clarinetists, Benny Good- coverage area.
man.
More than 200 guests
In honor of these attended the reception and
events, WUCF hosted a tour. Riley presented a
reception and tour of the brief history of the station,
station in the Nicholson then groups had the
School of Communication opportunity to view the
building on Friday. This station's numerous rooms,
was followed by a per- including its studio, where
formance by the UCF Jazz live radio performances
Ensemble I in the Visual canbegiveIL
Arts Building, with special
Past
performers
guest
and
world- include nationally known
renowned
clarinetist, artists such as Sam Rivers,
Allan Vache.
Nathen Page and Allan
WUCF is a 24-hour jazz Vache.
station housed at UCF,
"I wanted to come see
with more than 50,000 how the station operates,"
weekly listeners in the said DeBary resident
Central Florida area. The Dianne Fossitt. "I only
station became a member hear this music on the
of the Corporation for radio, and I wanted to
Public Broadcasting in check out the live music."
1994 and was one of the
Fossitt said she loves
first local stations to instruments and admires
become HD
digital, how jazz musicians play.
according to the station's
"They get so into the
Website.
music, and they're enjoy"We have gone from ing it. It makes you enjoy one project to the next. It it, too," she said
has really flown by," said
Five full-time employstation manager Kayonne ees, along with part-time
Riley. ''When I first came employees, interns, workhere, a disc drive was the study students and many
operating system. It was volunteers run the station,
like a fancy typewriter, such as Charlie Morris,
basically."
creator of the station's jazz
Riley, who has been in calendars.·
public radio since 1986, has
"I like jazz because,
been the station manager frankly, I have to live with
since 1996.
it," Morris said. "I'm really
"It's really nice to be excited to see Allan Va&e.
associated with UCF," I'm really good friends
Contributing Writer

G

For more photos

ofthe concert:
www.UCFNews,rom

with him."
The concert not only
honored Benny Goodman
and- showcased UCF's
music department, but it
also showed how much
the jazz studies program at
UCF has grown.
'We now have a degree
in jazz studies. We have
five jazz bands; there's
been all the growth that I
was hoping for;' said Jeff
Rupert, the director of the
jazz studies program. ·
WUCF works in collaboration with the jazz program for its many events,
including the Orlando Jazz
Festival. The station promotes jazz concerts and
events on air and helps
with planning and funding
for the festival.
More than 300 people
attended the concert,
almost meeting the capacity of the VAB auditorium.
Along with Allan Vache,
Jeff Rupert and the jazz
ensemble, four swing
dancers entertained the
audience during the show.
''When people can play
music at a high level and
can play it in a similar fashion, it's kind of like having
a discussion," Rupert said
''You can have people who
are very eloquent but disagree on points. When you
have people who are eloquent and agree, the discussion can be very interesting. It's the same way
with a jazz performance:•
The concert lasted for

more than an hour and a half
and included favorites such
as "Bugle Call Rag,""Memories of You" and
"Sing Sing Sing," which is
arguably Benny Goodman's
most famous song.
People in the audience

were nodding their heads
and tapping their feet to the
groove of every song.
"How about this band?"
Vache asked onstage. "It's
my pleasure to be here playing with these talented players."

WUCF and the jazz program have one suggestion
for students: Tune iIL
"The whole philosophy
behind how jazz works
embodies the American
spirit," Rupert said "That is,
being an individual."
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AJ. Rompza, point guard for the UCF basketball team, slams in the ball at a dunk contest in Ferrell Commons on
Thursday. The event was free and open to anyone and offered cash prizes for winners up to $100.

•

Saxophonists Kristoffer Campos, Alexandra Bodytko and Keith Dodson perform with the UCF Jazz Ensemble on Friday.
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1. 3prn Good Eats: Healthy Eating
Forum. Student Union HS. '
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Organizations compete to support charities
;

.,,

A1

Courtney Lloyd, a sophed Penny Wars, which took
place in froht of the Student omore athletic training
also given to organizations Union, and the UCF Book- major and director of camwith the most overall par- store's Wmdow Wars.
pus activities for LEAD
ticipation in charitable
According to Jessica Scholars, said the organizacompetitions and collec- Wenson, a senior commu- tion collected 42 pounds of
tions. The Honors Congress nications major arid mem- aluminum cans, 42 canned
received the small organiza- ber of the Homecoming foods and 600 Box Tops.
tion award and LEAD Executive Board, each
"We really put a lot of
Scholars received the large organization participating work into this and I feel like
organization award.
in Penny Wars had a large we really deserve [the SpirThe canned food the jug in which students could it Cup award]," she said.
organizations collected was deposit change that will be
All UCF organizations
delivered to the Harnessing donated to the Children's had the opportunity to parOptimism and Potential Miracle Network. Pennies ticipate in the Window
through Education Founda- earn the organization one Wars competition at the
tion, which, according to its point, and all other change UCF Bookstore by painting
·Web site, "helps individuals subtracts points based on a design fitting two differwithin [a] school, district its value, she said. This year ent themes - UCF Homeand region work as a team Phi Delta Theta and Delta coming: "Knightro's Circus"
or learning community Delta Delta won the Penny or UCF Football: ''Armor
one that is collectively Wars competition, raising Up" - Monday through
focused on success for all more than $1,000.
Saturday.
students."
Lauren Murphy, the
Larger panels of the
Blinder, a senior com- director of special events bookstore were $50 to decomunications sciences and for the Honors Congress, rate, while smaller panels
disorders major, said the said the organization partic- were $25, Melissa Yopack,
Box Tops for Education ipated ~ Penny Wars, · operations manager of the
JENNIFER ROSS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
were donated to the UCF donating more than $100 in UCF Bookstore, said in a
Creative School for Chil- pennies, in addition to col- letter to participating Lauren Halcomb-Hudson,a sophomore music major,paints the UCF Mard!ing Band/Kappa Kappa Psi window at the UCF Bookstore.
dren.
lecting 92 pounds of alu- organizations. The money
that were available.
today and will receive a
Other competitions tak- minum cans, more than raised will be given to the charities.
The winner of the com- $100 gift certificate for the
A total of 10 windows
ing place throughout 1,200 Box Tops for Educa- Giving Tree, an organizaHomecoming Week includ- tion and 318 canned goods.
tion that gives books to were painted out of the 60 petition will be announced UCF Bookstore.
FROM
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·Water polo team eanis third
JESSICA MARTIN

be an elite-level water polo
player and vice versa;• he
said
For the past year, the
The club competes as a
men's Water Polo Club team . member of the Collegiate
has not had its own pool to Water Polo Association in
hold practice.
the Florida division. The
But you would never team plays such schools as
lmow that from looking at its the University of Florida,
record this season
Florida International Univer'We ended up third in our sity and Florida State Univerconference," said Ryan Don- sity.
nell. a senior sports and fitThe majority of the
ness major and the team eaJr schools that the team comtain 'We finished really well petes against have Olympicconsidering the fact that we sized pools to compete and
have no real facility, held no practice in, and they often
real practices and had five have more than one, Donnell
new starters."
said
Donnell has been playing
The lack of a proper facilwater polo at UCF for the ity has been a source of hardpast three years. He got into ship for the team that has
the sport in high school when been at UCF since the club
he played water polo as a way began four years ago.
1
to train for swimming.
Although there had been
Donnell said that most a pool at the UCF Recreation
water polo players start as and Wellness Center, Donswimmers but get into water nell said it was unsuitable for
polo once they realize that practice and made it difficult
their chances ofbecoming an to host tournaments.
elite swimmer are slim.
This year, with the expan"It's not like you have to sion of the Recreation and
be an elite-level swimmer to Wellness Center, the team

COURTESY WATER POLO CLUB

The Water Polo Club at UCF is currently third in its division this year. The team
competes against other Florida universities like UF, FIU and FSU.

found itself with no place to
practice on campus. Instead,
members have been holding
practices at the J. Blanchard
YMCA and the Oviedo
Aquatic Center.
Alex Fresonke, a senior
construction engineering
major, is the president of the
club. Fresonke said that the
new pool will not.only give
the team a better place to
host tournaments, but also
boost support from the stu-

Luncheon Presentation
Harold S. Bradley, Chief Invest ment Officer for the
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation
"Hedge Fund Ljes, Darned Lies and Statistics-.
the impossibility of keeping score"
AND

"Pri!Jate Equity and Venture Capital - Asset Classes or Fools' gold?"
Mr. Bradley is CIO for the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, the world's largest foundation
ded icat ed to entrepreneurship, lead ing a team that oversees a $2.4 billion globally

diversi fi ed, mult l·asse:t·class p ort foli o . Pre viously, he held positions at Amertc.an
Centur v lnvestm en ts1 Ameri can Cent ury Ventures and served as a
member of t he Investment Com pany Institut e task force on market

structure, the NYS.£ i nstit utional Traders. Advisa rv Committee, the
NASDAQ Quality of Markets Committee, and was appointed to the
t eder al Advisory Committee on Market Data.

Upcoming Luncheon: Dr. Roman Gech

ANO

Procramehafr

~

·

"The Great Recession Bites US All- Is it
st/// chewing? The Economic Landscape
and the imp/icationsfor Banks and
Community Banks"

Pl,bUc Aware-ness
JiSOn Flowers, MBA. CFA. CfE, fA
(407) !39-5984

FAN'S GUIDE TO
WATER POLO RULES AND BASICS
C:,

..

OBJECT OFTHE GAME
To throw a ball through the opposing team's goal to score a point.The team
with the most points at the end offour quarters of play wins the game.

The CFA society of Orlando invites you to the Citrus Club for a

Event> Cooiacts

·

HISTORY
The history of water polo began in the 18705 in.England. Since then, its
popularity has grown,as shown by the addition of men'.s water polo to the
Olympics in 1900 and, more recently,women's water polo in2000.

Staff Writer

Harold S. Bradley

(tntn( :J)onla 1utuii

"Qua Vadis USO? The Dollar in the
past-Great-Recession world.•

Chris cannon, Cf/I
(386) 788-3737

GAME LENGTH
Agame ofwater polo is divided into four seven-minute quarters.A-game dock
counts down the time left in each quarter. Ashot dock, which starts at 35
seconds,counts down the time that the offense has to shoot the ball on each
possession. Both docks stop immediately following afouland do not start until
the ball is put back into play.With the dock constantly stopping,and with the
breaks between quarters, you can expect awater polo game to last more than
an hour.

•

.,

START OFTHE GAME
dent body.
At the beginning ofeach quarter, each team lines up on thegoal line.Once
''It's a huge thing for us,"
the
referee blows the whistle to signal the start of each quarter, the players
Fresonke said 'We've been ,
sprint
towards mid-pool, where the referee drops the ball.Whoever wins
involved in designing the
the
sprint
is the first to be on offense.
pool for the past three

years:•
Dustin Keyes, a freshman civil engineering
major, has been playing
water polo for three years. ·
Keyes said he is also looking forward to the new
pool
"I'm anticipating it
because we'll finally have
somewhere to practice," he
said ''It's a little disappointing, though, because it's not
Olympic-sized"
Still. all three are hopeful that the new facility will
give way to more support
from the student body.
All of the tournaments
that the team attends are
away matches in places like
Tallahassee and Miami
Even the tournament that
the team hosted in late
October was held in Cocoa
Beach. ·
''The student body hasn't been able to come out,"
Fresonke said ''It's mostly
been our parents and
friends. This will be more
inviting. We'll be able to
advertise it."
Until then, the team will
be preparing for three
more tournaments in the
spring as well as hosting
one in March.

OFFENSE AND DEFENSE
Players advance by swimming and passing the ball. With the exception of
the goalie,they can only touch the ball with one hand at a time. Most
offenses organize themselves into a similarconfiguration each time they
prepare to score a goal (see diagram).The offense surrounds the hole-set,
who is positioned directly in front ofthe opponent's goal. Perimeter
players,also known as drivers, try to take ashot atthe goal or attempt a
wet-pass to the hole-set,a strategy called"setting the hole."The hole-set
shoots the ball if given the opportunity but is often strategically fouled by
the hole-guard,who chooses to foul the hole-set and force afree-:pass,
rat~er than allow him to shoot the ball. Immediately following a foul,there
are three seconds of dead-time, in which the fouled player must put the
ball in play. During dead-time, perimeter players drive toward the goal to
either become available to take a shot or'draw afoul,'which results inthe
defender's exclusion from the game for 20 seconds.During the 20-second
exclusion, the offensive team is in a power play that creates a high
probability for scoring.

•

•

SCORING
Agoal is scored once the ball completely passes over the goalline. lfa goal
is scored,the teams line up mid-pool and the non-scoring team takes
possession ofthe ball.

,,

COUNTER-ATTACK AND TRANSITION
The counterattack is the transition between when the defensive team
obtains possession of the ball and when it sets up its offense infront of its
opponent's goal. During the counterattack, the goalkeeper looks foran
outlet to an open player downfield who either runs afast break orsets up
the offense.
EQUIPMENT
There is minimal equipment in water polo.Players wear swimsuits and
caps. Additionally,there is ayellow ball and several goals. The women's ball
is slightly smaller than the men's ball.
- WWW.SPORTSPECTATOR.COM.
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s Degrees
Bachelor's
Computer A nimation
Dig ital Arts & Design
Entertainment Busi ness
Film
Game Art
Game Development

Music Business
Recording A rts
Sho w Production
Web Design &
Devitlopment

Master's
Entertainment Business
Game Design

Associate's
Graphic Desig n

-
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rees

.Bachelor's
Com puter Animatio n
Entertainment Business
Game Art
Gam e Design
Graphic Design
Internet M arket ing
Music Business
W eb Desigfl
& Development

M aster's
Ed ucation Media Design
& Technology
Entertainment Business
Enteltainment Business:
with a Sports M anagement
Elective Track

Internet Marketing
M edia Design

fullsail. edu/ CreativeMinds

407.679.6333 • 3300 University Boulevard • W inter Pa-rk, Fl 32792
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Visit marks CI.Ns first to UCF
FROM Al

•

•

-
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The
CIA
sought
interns, fellows
and
employees from UCF in
order to broaden the
schools from which they
recruit. UCF's diverse student population and
breadth of academics
prompted the first-time
CIA visit, Coles said, referring to UCF as a "school
on the upswing."
The agency was looking to attract primarily
undergraduate students in
the fields of political science specializing in international affairs or relations, modern foreign
languages, graphic design,
English, journalism, mass
communications,
multimedia, history, area
studies, mathematics/statistics, sociology, biotechnology, physics and chem- ·
istry, but not exclusively,
according to an e-mail sent
to students by the assistant
director of employer relations for the College of

RAMI ROTLEWIQ / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Deputy Padilla of the Orange County Sheriff's Office talks with Jennie Chastain,
a senior anthropology major, about job opportunities with the CIA at UCF.

Arts and Humanities and
the College of Sciences.
"I was always interested in the CIA," said
senior biology major,
Daniele Salles. "I wanted
to ·see if [having a career
with the CIA] was realis-

tic, and it is."
The benefits to the job
were notable and included
further education, job
training, financial support
from the agency in many
aspects, flexible schedules
and opportunities for

UNIVERSI1Y
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER

those in the military as
well as those with dual citizenship with other countries.
The information session addressed general
departments and open
positions as analytic
methodologists, counterterrorism analysts, economists, leadership analysts.military analysts, political
Islam analysts, political
analysts, publications officers, science, technology
and weapon analysts and
targeting analysts.
·
Students
were
instructed by Career Services to apply online on
the CIA Web site. The hiring process is ongoing as
long as positions and programs are open. Students
were also able to submit
resumes at the Public Service Career Showcase for
possible selection for an
interview the following
Friday. Recruiters from the
CIA will be returning to
UCF in the spring semester on Jan. 27 and 28.

"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse-Road and Alafaya.)
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Are the classes you need next semester full?
Need a class to graduate on time?
Consider taking it at a UCF Regional Campus .

•

With classes in business, education,,psychology and more, UCF Regional Campuses offer
you I I locations to choose from and'class times that fit your schedule. To learn more, contact
an advisor at rcadvising@mail.ucf.edu .

.,

www. regionalcampuses. U:cf.edu
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Club extends invitation to all
the
name
change, 80members.
Equal recently partWetherell said.
Wetherell has been an nered with Natura Coffee
officer and member of the and Tea to have GLOW
club for four years and said (gay, lesbian or whatever)
she has never seen those Night. GLOW Night is a
fundraiser that occurs on
kinds of numbers.
"Equal can also mean a the last Tuesday of every
myriad of things, which, as month in which gay artists
this club continues to grow perform and a portion of
each year and maintains a the proceeds g~s to Equal.
Wetherell said the most
desire to offer people a better ·and broader scope of important part of the club
service and support, is is that it helps students
important;• said Equal become comfortable with
member Brooke LaTurno. themselves. She said the
"GLBSU was a pretty tight club advocates pride and
box; Equal, however, has provides a social outlet for
the possibility of growing people to come together
in whatever directions suit and know they are not
it and encompassing a alone.
boundless variety of
Students Advocating
resources for members."
For Equality is another
There are between 800 club that works with Equal
and 900 members on the that advocates for the
club's e-mail list, and the inclusion of sexual equali~
club has more than 200 ty in the UCF Golden Rule.
members who attend Wetherell said SAFE is the
meetings, Wetherell said. more politically active
Special meetings some- club.
The club often has
times host transgendered
panels to answer students' infonnation sessions. Docquestions. General meet- torate students in GLBT
ings draw between 60 and studies and cultural aware-

the stigma of just being a gay
club," Wetherell said. "If we
want to actually make progress
in the GLBT community, we
need those straight allies to
come."
About five new people have
come to each meeting since

• General Dentistry
• Cosmetic Dentistry
• lnvisali~n
• Preventative Care
• Zoom Wh_itening

Call Today!

ness often come and speak
at meetings, and , issue
meetings that are forums
for controversial topics,
such as which religions
approve of homosexuality
and why members hold
certain beliefs.
Equal also hosts events
such as Diva In.vasion. an
annual female impersonator review, each year.
The club is currently
working on a Thanksgiving food drive for the
homeless. The next big
event is the Florida Collegiate Pride Conference,
which will take place at
UCF next year. The FCPC
is where GLBSU organizations from universities and
colleges across Florida get
together for a weekend
and GLBSU leaders can
network.
Wetherell is optimistic
about the name change to
Equal. She said she expects
the club to grow, to spread
awareness to more people
and to work together to
achieve equality in the
community.

.,

Where gays can •ny

407-381-3000

r-·Banned by state consfflu1ion

• Same-sex marriage legal
No prohibition in place

Banned by sbJ.te law
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Game show family wins together
•

It
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"I don't even remember the experience," Johnson said. "It happened
very quick, and I can't
believe it happened."
She did, however,
remember her experience with the host of
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?, Meredith Vieira.
"She was really nice
and comforting and
helped the experience be
amazing," Johnson said.
Because the show has
yet to air on television,
Johnson was not allowed
to discuss the amount of
money she won on the
show nor the questions
she was asked while in
the hot seat
"I was pretty proud of
myself," she said.
Johnson said she was
disappointed to find out
that the phone-a-friend

lifeline was discontinued,
because she would have
liked to call her dad, Bill
Johnson, for help on the
show.
"My dad is obsessed
with Who Wants to Be a
Millionaire?," she said.
"He is the one who got us
on there and he knows
everything."
Her father said he was
proud of her.
"I don't think I could
have done any better
myself," Bill Johnson said
When
Johnson's
father, a self-proclaimed
game show expert, read
on the Internet that one
of his favorite shows,
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?, was going to be
having a couples episode,
he suggested that Johnson
and Gamble audition.
game
"He's into
shows, so he studies random trivia all the time,"

Gamble said.
The lifelines now are
"ask the audience,"
"double dip" and "ask the
expert." The "ask the
audience" option takes a
poll from the audience.
The "double dip" feature allows the contestant
to take two guesses. And
"ask the expert" allows
the contestant to talk to
an expert via Skype. Johnson's expert provided for
her on the show was
comedian Robert Wuhl.
The best moment of
the show was the
moment it was over, she
said.
"There was so much
build up for the whole
thing and it was finally
over," Johnson said.
She said she tried to
study before the show,
but she said it became too
stressful.
''No amount of study-

•

Need a Roommate? Selling Something?

Please visit
www.centraHloridafUblre.com/classified

~~Learned
Ladies

•
I

ing can prepare you," she
said.
Her father said his
advice to his daughter was
don't get too greedy, smile,
be entertaining and know
when to quit.
Johnson and Gamble
were flown to New York
City for the taping of the
show.
"I had to keep comforting her while we were out
there," Gamble said. "She
gets stressed out pretty
easily."
The couple plans on
using the money won from
the show to help fund their
upcoming wedding. Gamble and Johnson, who are
both from Jupiter, Fla.,
have been dating since
high school They plan on
getting married on Jupiter
Beach on June 5, 2010.

It
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COURTESY KRISTIN XJHNSON

UCF seniors Kristin Johnson and Benjamin Gamble went to New Yorte City for a chance to play Who Wantt to be AMillionaire?
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UCF 37 HOUSTON 32

•

G

For more photos
ofthegame:
www.UCFNews.com

•

CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Running back Brynn Harvey ran for 139 yards and three touchdowns on 35 carries against No. 13 Houston. Harvey's third 100-yard game of the season helped UCF take down its first ranked opponent in school history.

Win is more than historic
The UCF football team's
win Saturday was epic, to say
the least.
UCF 37, Houston 32.
It was mammoth.
Program changing, at that
The Knights knocked off
the No. 13 Houston Cougars
to get their first win over a
ranked opponent in program
history.
They fell against top-25
opponents in South Florida,
Miami and Tulsa in the past
They struggled to take down
a ranked team in their own
conference in East Carolina
in 2008.
Saturday they refused to
lose.
Not again.
Not this time.
The Knights played a
near-perfect game and held
the top offense in the nation,
who came into the game
averaging 577.9 yards a game,
to 154 yards under their average.

UCF finally beats ranked team
..

WILL PERRY
Sports Editor

It took 23 attempts, but UCF finally did it.
The Knights finally captured what had eluded them
for such a long time.
Saturday, the UCF (6-4 overall, 4-2 in C-USA)
football team took down its first ranked opponent
in school history in a 37-32 upset of No. 13 Houston (8-2, 4-2) at Bright House Networks Stadium.

Sports Editor

They
held
Reisman 1rophy
candidate quarterback Case Keenum
to a mortal 377 yards
passing and forced
him into a crucial
fourth-quarter interception, which was his first
pick in 123 pass attempts.
Oh yeah, and the
Knights did something
they have done all season: they came from
behind for another
PLEASE SEE

UCF won because ...
The UCF offense was the perfect defense
against Houston and the nation's No. 1 offense.
The Knights kept the Cougars' offense off the
field, dominating in time of possession by holding the ball for 39:30, almost two-thirds of the
game.
This week, the difference in the game was
execution, something the Knights have struggled with this season. The Knights executed
like they had not done against above-average
opponents on the year, evident of
Hodges' 84 percent complePLEASE SEE

LATE ON A12

WIN ON
A12

Women's soccer

UCF falls in NCAA-second round
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

The No. 13 UCF women's soccer
team could not get over the second
round hump for the second straight
year, falling to Wisconsin 1-0 in
Madison WIS. Sunday afternoon.
The Knights (17-5-1) failed to
advance to the third round of the
NCAA Tournament, a plateau the
team has not been able to accomplish
since 1987. The Knights entered the
tournament with a No. 3 seed
It was the fifth time UCF lost in a
shut out this season. Collectively in

the five matches, the Knights were
outscored 10-0. In addition, three of
the loses came by a 1-0 score.
The Knights dropped to 1-3-1 alltime against the Badgers. The hosting Badgers dominated the match,
out-shooting the Knights 20-5 as
sophomore goalkeeper Aline Reis
was bombarded by the Badgers'
offense all afternoon.
Reis made eight saves but
allowed the game's only score in the
44th minute. Wisconsin had nine
shots on goal to two by UCF. Roxanne Carlson scored the goal right
before the hal£

- ...

Off of the bench, freshman midfielder Alex Brandt led the Knights
with two shots.
A frustrated Knights' team committed 17 fouls in the game, including two yellow cards on by seniors
Courtney Whidden and Becca
Thomas.
The Knights 14th NCAA Tournament appearance ended in similar
fashion as it had seven times before
for 11th year head coach Amanda
Cromwell, losing in the first or second round of the postseason.

CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF ON A14

Senior Courtney Whidden scored two goals in UCF's
HI first round win over UW-Milwaukee Friday.

PLEASE SEE
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RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

Men's
basketball
defeated UMass 84-67 in
the season opening game
Friday night at the UCF
Here are five things to
take away from the victory

•

•
,.

A1J

Five things to take from basketball's opener
G

Arena

•
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1. Marcus Jordan is not at
full strength
Jordan was suffering
from a knee injury in the
pre-season, and still looks
to have some signs of discomfort on the court.
The freshman missed
both his shots from the
field, and was held scoreless in ll minutes of play.
He also missed two free
throws and registered two
fouls.

"He hadn't had very
much practice time ....
"His timing is off, but he is
going to be fine," head
coach Kirk Speraw said.
"He is going to be a big
part of what we are
doing."
As Speraw alluded to,
Jordan never really had
time to practice with his
team in the offseason due
to injuries, so ·his rhythm
with his teammates is off
and appears timid on the
court with his shot selection.

for his own shot more this
season.
Rompza was 6-for-8
from the field. He registered 13 points and also
dished out five assists,
while turning the ball over
just once.
Rompza was still his
old self though, diving for
loose balls and hustling
up and down the court,
while showing some of
the aggressive scoring
presence Speraw asked of
him before the season.
"His grittiness and
toughness has always
been there," Speraw said
"He has to make that transition into a floor general
and a quarterback on the
court."
In addition to his
shooting from inside the
arc, Rompza also knocked
down a 3-point shot,
something he didn't do
often last season.

2. AJ. Rompza will look to
be a more active scorer
Last season, the point
guard registered just 4.3
points per game as a sidekick to Jermaine Taylor.
After the season opener, it
appears Rompza will look

able all around the court.
He played inside, hovered around the arc and
also handled the ball well
in the open court when
Rompza was out of the
game.
Another part of Clanton's game that will be crucial this season is his passing game. He is known as a
big man who can pass well
- with two assists against
UMass - which will be
essential in the Knights
game plan this season with
shooters like Isaac Sosa
and Nik Garcia.
"Keith showed the ~
of versatility that he has,"
Speraw said ''He can do a lot
of things. He is only going to
get better and better."

5. The returning freshman
will be counted on heavily

the game, scoring a careerhigh and game-high 26
points on 9-of-ll shooting,
including 6-of-7 from long
range. The other returning
freshmen from last season
include Rompza, Dave
Diakite, A.J. Tyler, P.J.
Gaynor and Kuba, combined
to go 14-for-31 from the field
and accounted for 40 points
in the game.

These returners will be
the heart of the team, and it
will take a total effort from
these guys on a game-bygame basis to replace Taylor's production from last
season.

AUTO ACCIDENTS
ALL TYPES
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3. Jakub'Kuba'Kusmieruk
looks significantly better
After losing almost 40
pounds in the offseason,
Kuba looks night and day
compared to his first season in a Knight uniform
last year.
The 7-foot-4 center
averaged just five minutes
a game last season in 14
appearances and looked
slow on the court.
In Friday's victory,
Kuba scored six points on
3-of-5 shooting
and
showed parts of his game
that he didn't have last
season, including a nice
tum-around hook shot.
He also brought down
three rebounds and registered a block in nine minutes of play.

.I

•
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4. Freshman Keith Clanton

•

will be really good, really

soon.
GEORGE OEHL I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Freshman forward Keith Clanton goes up for a dunk over UMass forward Sean
carter Friday. Clanton finished the game with nine points and eight rebounds.

Clanton scored nine
points and grabbed eight
rebounds in 27 minutes of
play, but looked comfort-

VE
m.be 16-20,
•

Thursday 11/19:

Monday 11/16:

11am MSC presents Building BLOCKS: The Historical
Roots of Race in America. This workshop will discuss
historical issues of race, gender, ethnicity, class struggle,
elitism, and power and reveal how they have shapedthe
present SU Sand Key 220

11am MSC presents Building BLOCKS: Wild Succulent

Women. SU Sand Key 220

3:30 - 5pm VUCF presents Tutoring at Mending Hearts
Charities. RSVP to: vucCmentor@maiLud.edu.

7pm CAB presents "Kevin Hart" UCF Student tickets are
onl.r, $5 and general public tickets are $20. Tickets are
available at tlle SGA Student Union Ticket Office. the
UCF Arena or Ticketmaster.com.
The Venue at the UCF Arena

7pm Kni~t-Thon and FUl's Annual Polter Tournament All
proceeds benefit the Greater Orlando Children's Mirade
Network. Play a round of Pok.er while enjoying Monday
Night Football! Brooklyn Pizza in Ferrell Commons

Tuesday 11/17:

(I

11am MSC presents Buildinj BLOCKS: Power Poker. You have
the most chips. You have tfie most ~ints. But are you in
the lead? Play our version and see what it means to be
successful SU Key West 218A

7pm MSC Book Oub. Enj~y the literary atmosphere with
the MSC Book Club as they discuss the most recent
sel~ion and reveal the next Light refreshments will be

11am - 1pm VUCF presents Get Carded Green Ribbon Day.
Stop by for information and giveaways about organ and
tissue c:lonation. SU Patio

7pm SGA Senate Meeting. SU 218

served. SU 153

Friday 11/20:

9:30am - 2pm VUCF presents A Day at Camp Part 2. Join
us for a day at Girls Scout Camp of Citrus Council
RSVP and e-mail director for special instructions:
vud_youth@mail.ucf.edu.

Wednesdav 11/18:

1:30pm KoRT wor1tshop: "Event Planning for Student Orgs."
SU 316AB

wear a white shirt so they can decorate each other with our
~winj graffiti markers! There will be dance contests to
win pnzes and there will be FREE PIZZA AND DRINKS!

Brooklyn' Pizza

•

•

1!f
~
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8pm VUCF, Kni~t-Thon, and Alpha Tau Om~ present
Rock the Wreafh featuring Hawthorne Heights, Just
Surrender and Punchline.
f==For tickets go to www.knight-thon.com.
•~

Announcement:

Be recognized as one of ucrs best. Aops for Who's Who

Among"Students at UCF are due this triday! Visit
www.getinvolvedUCF.com/whoswho for more info.

Office of Student Involvement
Student Union, Room 208
P.O. Box 163245

Phone: (407) 823-6471
Fax: (407) 823-5899
Email: osi@mail.ucf.edu
Website: www.ptinvolveducf.com

Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services
for ADA accommodations, contact OSI
(

.!
W

8:30 - 9:30pm WCF presents an Interest Session!
Contact WCF_PR1@mail.ucf.edu. SU Cape Aorida 316AB

7 - 9pm VUCF presents the 16th Annual Hunger Banquet
Learn about hunger and poverty worldwide at this interactive event! Suggested donation: 2 canned food items.
SU Pegasus Balfroom

8pm CAB presents "Club CAB - iGlow: Dance for a Miracle."
Live DJ's, black lig!lts, lasers, glow sticks, and g!ow marlters
to benefit the Cliildren's Miracle Network. Stuaents should

m

It's your school and YOU should be a part of the
ACTION. Come by the Student Union 214 to find
out how to get involved with SGA

I

All
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Late Houston rally not en9ugh
FROM

A10

looked back from that
point on.

tion percentage.
Early on, the Knights
could only muster one and
two yards on first down,
and were forced into long
yardage on second and
third downs, leading to
dead-end drives. They
steadily started to win the
one-on-one battles at the
line, and slowly but surely,
holes opened in the run
game.
In the second quarter
alone, the Knights held the
ball for 13:42 and pounded
the Cougars with 16 runs,
which was a sign of things
to come.
Once the Knights got
the run game going, it
opened things in the passing game for Brett Hodges,
who at one point in the
first half completed 12straight passes.
After punching in a
couple of touchdowns,
the Knights trailed 17-16
in the third quarter, and
had all the momentum
going their way. On 2ndand-4, UCF had the ball
at the Houston 41-yard
line.
Hodges took the snap
and handed the ball off to
Brynn Harvey. Harvey got
a perfect block from his
offensive lineman, who
slid to the right from the
left side of the line to seal
off a Houstot;t linebacker.
A huge hole opened in
front of Harvey, and he
went untouched for the
score, putting the Knights
up 23-17.
The Knights never

Houston lost because ...
The Houston offense
hit a wall in the middle
stages of the game, and it
cost them
Despite a torrid start,
Case Keenum got into a
funk, almost for no reason
at all. He began throwing
errant passes, accompanied by a number of
dropped passes on catchable balls that seemed all
too weird for a team
known for its quick-strike,
cut-throat offensive style.
To top it off, Houston's
Achilles heel, as one of
the nation's worst defenses, just made matters
worse. Together it all
blossomed to lead to their
demise
against
the
Knights, as they allowed
yet another opponent to
put up 30-plus points, and
close to 400 yards of
offense.
·
Giving up those totals
to their opponent wasn't
anything new.
The exception was
their offense couldn't bail
them out this time around,
even despite a late rally
that included two touchdowns in the final four
minutes.
The box score is especially misleading because,
aside from the first quarter and the last five minutes of the game, Houston's No. 1 offense was
shut down. After throwing
for 179 yards in the first
quarter, including passes
of 34 and 51 yards,

Keenum threw for just 52
yards over the next two
·quarters, and it was the
late rally while trailing
that contributed to his
gaudy numbers.
The Cougars were also
forced to abandon their
run game early against
C-USA'.s top run defense,
making them predictable
and one dimensional for
much of the game. The
Cougars totaled just 46
yards on the ground

Stars of the game
1. Hodges made the
play of the game and
delivered perhaps the
most impressive performance of his career,
finishing 21-of-25 for 241
yards with one touchdown and one interception. On 3rd-and-ll, in the
fourth quarter, Hodges
slid away from the Houston pressure, stepped up
into the pocket and delivered a perfectly placed
ball into the end zone, to a
triple covered Quincy
McDuffy, for a 24-yard
touchdown to put UCF
up30-20.
2. Harvey finished the
game with 35 carries for
139 yards and three touchdowns. It was his third
100-yard game of the season.
3. Houston's Tyrone
Carrier caught nine passes
for 149 yards and two
touchdowns. His second
touchdown with 10 seconds left got the Cougars
to within five points, giving them one final hope at
a comeback.

Win means UCF

.

now bowl eligible

Whatthisall means ...
Finally, it happened.
UCF got the monkey off
its back.
They got the big one.
The one that defines and
turns programs around.
The Knights got that
long-awaited win against a
top-25 team, something
they've waited 30 years to
do.
It's such a big win, it
cannot be played up
enough. This really is a big
deal.
Big wins over ranked
opponents bring national attention and can draw
better recruits. Big wins
define seasons and give
players confidence to do
it again. Big wins are
BIG.
Not only did the
Knights knock off a
ranked opponent, they
knocked Keenum out of
the Reisman race, while
Hodges proved to be the
better performer on the
day.
Hodges has proven be
the Knights toughest player, both on the field and
off. Knock him down and
he'll keep on coming.
Hodges has faced question after question about
the quarterback situation
and his team's struggles
from the start of the season, but he has continued
to fight.
It's time the man gets
some credit for doing a
solid job taking snaps for
the Knights. Without him
the Knights would be
nowhere near their 6-4
record.

2009 • (enttal 1lotiba :htun

lot of levels," Hodges said
"It's huge that we beat a
victory, the fifth time this ranked team It's huge that
we are bowl eligible, and it's
season
This one just meant huge for us to keep our
more.
Conference USA champiBrett Hodges looked like onship hopes alive."
It's beyond huge.
the Reisman candidate in
the game, completing 21-ofWe are looking at a team
25 passes for 241 yards and a that benched it's starting
touchdown. He had per- quarterback two games
fectly placed passes to into the season, has led just
receivers, including a spec- once at halftime all season,
tacular touchdown pass to and they are in position to
Quincy McDuffie in triple go to a bowl game.
The reason? They don't
coverage that put UCF up
30-20 in the middle of the quit. They're the little team
fourth quarter.
that could
Down 17-3 in the second
Hodges grew up a
Knight fan He dreamed of quarter, the Knights scored
becoming the starting 20 unanswered points after
quarterback in a UCF uni- halftime to take a 23-17 lead
form and he made history with 5:06 left in the third It
Saturday.
was the second largest
He became the first comeback in school history.
quarterback in UCF history It was the most important
to lead his team to a win comeback in school history.
over a ranked team
Just think, this team
Daunte
Culpepper could realistically be 8-4 on
never did that.
the year, assuming they
Kyle Israel couldn't do it, beat 1Wane and UAB in the
final two games of the seaeither.
Brett Hodges, the fifth- son.
year senior, who started for
If ECU and Southern
the first time in a UCF uni- Miss fall down the stretch
form in the third game of in conference, the Knights
the season, did it
could find themselves playNot to mention he com- ing for the C-USA champipleted 12-consecutive pass- onship with a 6-2 record in
es in the game, which tied conference.
for second all-time in
It's pretty much the way
school history.
this team has been doing
More importantly, with business all season: quiet
the Knight's sixth victory of and under the radar.
the season, they become
What's next? Maybe
bowl eligible and are still in UCF will win its first bowl
the race for the C-USA title. game in school history?
"[The win is] huge on a
Hmm..
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Anxious? Unable to Relax?
LEARN ABOUT:
SCHOLARSH IPS & FINAN(IAL A ID
STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS
INTEREST A REAS (AH D Al:$0)
A PPLY FO R A NEW PASSPORT!

•
10:00AM - 2 :OOPM (PEGASUS BALLROOM)
STUDENT UNION

Haveyouexperiencedorwitnessedaneventthatisleavingyoufeeling
ficultforyouto
stressedandanxious? Emotional lynu mb? Irritable? Isitd if
enjoyday-to-daylife?lfyouareanadultwhohasrecurringthoughtsofapast
eventandfeelitisinterferingwithyourday-to-daylifeyoumayqualifyfora
clinicalresearchstudy .Qualifiedparticipantswillreceivestudy-relatedcareat
nocostandwillbecompensatedfortimeandtravel.

Calltodaytolearnmore
at 407-425-5100

_..._.,.

CN-5•:
HEALTHCARE

CNSHealthcare.com
'l'

W EBSTER UNIV ERS ITY'S M .A. IN CO UN SE LIN G

,)

MONDAY NOV. 16
tntern:lt onal Br€-a fast
Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom
8 :30 a.m to 10:30 a.m.

College of E:l cation
Eyes on the World: Open Forum
Education Building
Kysilka Lounge, 1st Floor
11:15 a.m. to 5 :00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY NOV. 18
Study Abroad Fair

•
•
•
•

M any of t he problems people face t hey simply can't deal with alone. They
need prof essional help. Webster University's M A in Counseling gives you t he
knowledge to do the job. Webster has a faculty that practices what it teaches,
class hours th at work around your schedule, and small cl asses with a lot of
one-on-one attention. W hen you help yourself , you'll be able to help other
people. Contact us today.
No GRE • A ll classes scheduled at North or Sout h Orlando campus
North Orlando Campus

Sanlando Center
(near 1-4 & Highwa y 434)
4 07-869-8111

Webster
UNIVERSITY

South Orlando Campus

Westwood Corporate Center
(near 1-4 and Beachline)

407.34s-1

1-888-302-8111 • orlando@webster.edu • webster.edu/or
('

Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 P,IT'

Colombian Culture N19
Barbara Ying Center
5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p m.

THURSDAY NOV. 19
College of Ed..rcation
Eyes on th ~lorlt1· Open Forum
Education Building
Kysilka Lounge, 1st Floor
9 :45 a.m. to 4:30 pm.

FRIDAY NOV. 20
fSA ln.. e national Fa r
Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom
l0:00 a.m. to 4 :00 p.m .
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About Us

WINTER 2010TERM
BEGINS ON JANUARY 4
Apply today and
advance yoor career.

• M.S. and Ph.D. programs 9ffered in computer science, educational technology,
information security, information systems, and information technology
•.Cutting-edge faculty and curriculum
• Convenient online and on-campus formats
• M.S. in Management Information Systems courses offered in Orlando
• Designated a National Center of Academic Excellence in
Information Assurance Education by the U.S. government

Graduate School of 1Co=.:::·ter
and Infer atio Scie ces
YOUR RmJRE. YOUR TERMS.

·

scisinfo@n~va.edu\. ·800·-98'6 -2247 • ww-w~.s.cis.,.n,oir,a.~-e
' d.u/m;i.t ·: ..-· :
,. :,

'

'

.

:

'

.

' Nova Southeastern University admits students of any race, color, sexual orientation, and national or ethnic origin.• Nova Southeastern University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
(1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, Telephone number: 404-679-4501) to award associate's, bachelor's, master's, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees.
10-214-09MCS

'
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UCF gets promising first-round tourney victory
··

FROM AlO

For arecap of

women's soccer:
The Knights entered tM
dance with the Conference
USA regular season title
and a No. 4 RPI.
Friday, in the first
round, senior Courtney
Whidden scored the first
two goals of the game to
help UCF to a 3-0 victory
over Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

www.UCFNews.com

UCF picked up its first
win over UW-Milwaukee
(12-6-3) in four attempts.
Although the Knights
were out shot in the first
half by a 6-1 margin, they
capitalized on their only
shot.
In the 17th minute,

Whidden scored her 10th the season.
goal off of senior midfieldThe Knights made secer Becca Thomas' corner ond half adjustments and
kick.
The Panthers' equaled the Panthers in
defense tried to clear the shots with six. UW-Milball but failed, allowing the waukee out-shot UCF 12-7
in the game.
Knights to take a 1-0 lead
Whidden added her 11th
Sophomore goalkeeper
Aline Reis had a busy first goal of the season in the
half: making three saves. In 64th minute, when she
total, Reis made seven cleared it past the goalsaves in the match to pick keeper in the upper left
up her seventh shutout of comer of the net. Senior

forward Yvonne George
The Knights closed out
and Thomas were credited the game in the 77th
with the assists.
minute, when freshman
Like Cromwell, Whid- midfielder Alex Brandt
den said that the team had took a pass on the left side
to adjust to the field condi- of the field from Whidden
tions for the offense to step Brandt dribbled around a
up.
·defender and put one past
"Things really clicked the keeper. It was Brandt's
for us," Whidden said in a second goal of the season.
press release. ''We were
The win catapulted the
winning balls, winning Knights to the second
tackles and scoring goals." . round

,.
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Writers who are

doggedly determined
.to succe,e,d

.407•704-8911
6367 East Colonial Drive
5001 Sand Lake Rd
2150 W. Colonial Dr.

visit the
_University Writing Center
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Free oil change by logging onto

dealerdirecttrans.com

We know how to take care of our customers. Give us acall for your
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Private Bedrooms
· And
Bathrooms Available .
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PLUS $29.99
.MONTHLY DUES
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OUR STANCE

Knights should
be chivalrous
T

alee a quick look at the
letter to the editor
over on the right side
of this page. It's a little
embarrassing.
That's right; it's a UCF fan
testifying fo how UCF fans
are being jerks, even when
we're playing in another
school's house.
That letter is tragically typical 'It's hard to say just how
many letters like that we've
received here at the Future,
but it's enough that when it
first showed up in our inbox,
it was almost immediately
deleted because it appeared
to be another letter we
received after a game a few
weeks ago. Sadly, it's a brandnew complaint from a different source about UCF behavior at a different game, again.
Some of the stories about
UCF fans would absolutely
enrage - and in some cases
disgust - anybody with a

sense of decency.
What is it, belligerent
Knights? ls the new stadium
not shiny enough? Is our
fight song not combative
enough on its own? Do you
feel that other schools don't
take us seriously?
Well, shut up. Stop booing. Stop shouting profanities. Stop picking fights. Stop
throwing things. Stop embarrassing us.
You are part of the problem, and you know who you
are.
Let's take this recent victory to start fresh. Let's bask
in the golden happy feelings
of winning, and wash out all
of that angst.
We have some recognition coming our way, so let's
start now and build a reputation for other universities to
notice. This could be the
turning point for UCF in
terms of how our fans and

our school are perceived.
Before the nasty and
arguably deserved names
they have for UCF fans stick,
let's turn this ride around
and come up with some tra.ditions to be proud of. Realistically, we only get one shot
at this before the reputation
is set in stone.
Lest you think it's just the
bandwagon fans and sore
losers making the complaints, we here at the Future
have the documents. We
have the eyewitness, ·
firsthand accounts of UCF
fans making a bad name for
the school at home, away,
before, during and after
games. Students, fans.and
alumni of UCF and schools
we've played have echoed
the same sentiment.
You're wearing the same
colors the rest of us, so for
the love of Knightro, show
some class.

as

Take the safe
path home
S

GA has another initiative worth looking into
just on the horizon.
·
Thursday will be the big
unveiling of the KnightDrive
program.
The plan is to set up a student-run program to provide
free, ''nonjudgmental" rides ·
to students in need This will
be the replacement for the
taxi coupons available at the
SGAoffice.
According to a press
release from SGA, KnightDrive will have volunteer student dispatchers coordinating
volunteer drivers.
This looks like it could be
a decent opportunity for students to get involved, as well
as streamline the effort to
,make sure nobody goes without a ride home.
It's up to each individual
partier to have a safe way
home before leaving for the

ON UCFNEWS.COM

night. It's also your responsibility to have a backup plan,
and even a backup for your
backup.
That being said, shenanigans happen. keys and wallets get lost, designated drivers can fall off the wagon.
Even the most bulletproof
plan for the night can go
awry.
Nobody should go without
a safe ride home because of
the unforeseen. While it isn't
the university's or SGXs
responsibility to do so, it's
good to see a real effort to set
up a safety net for the kind of
problems that seem to come
up rather consistently.
If you thin],{ this sounds
like a good idea, grab a friend
and check out the ''KnightDrive REVEALED" event
Thursday at 6 p.m. in Brooklyn Pizza - that's the restaurant tucked away in the cor-

ner of Ferrell Commons.
While details are just coming
in. preliminary reports say
that, in addition to information about KnightDrive, there
will be food and a rafile.
Students should be cognizant of what SGA does
with that money we paid in
the Activity and Services Fee,
and this is no exception.
·
· If anything, these kinds of
initiatives that can directly
benefit students should get
extra-special attention. This
is a service we haven't had
before. It will most likely
need some attention. enthusiasm and fine-tuning for it to
really get off the ground
This could be the service that
you will be truly thankful for
someday.
SGA is offering a free ride
home, so learn the fine print
and save the number in your
phone. •

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING
actually get paid to do what you do and still
do it.so poorly on a regular basis.

Knights defeat No. 13
Houston 37-32

-YOURNAME

The catch by Q!lincy Mcduffy was
probably one of the greatest catches I've
seen at UCF. That guy pulled it down
when it was all on the line.

Thank you Cameron Newton for your
hard work and dedication to this organization. It just goes to show you if you believe
m. something, you fight till the end and get
- AWESOME what you deserve! Congrats to the entire
Beta organization!
Go Knights
BTw, did anybody else think those
black jerseys were freaking awesome? I
- GATORTOWN
thought they were awesome.

..

- vouRNAME

SGA wants to follow
through on promises

.

This year has been the most visible for
SGA. Throughout my 3 years, I didn't even
know who my SGA President was. Now I
know my President, VP, a bunch of Senators, and the KnightDrive directors. Kudos
to everyone a part of this.
- KENNY

•

UCF, Beta agree on summer
return ·
Grant Heston you have done it again.
You have managed to make something really positive sound somewhat negative with
your "successfully complete its suspension"
statement. Grant how bout just ''We look
forward to welcoming back Beta Theta Pi
to the University community at the end of
the spring 2010 semester." Amazing you

Ut .

"Welcome Home" for UCF
football
I voted for ''Welcome Home," but in
truth there were a lot of songs that could
have been played that we didn't get a
chance to vote for.
But my MOST favorite of all. The one I
really think should have been on that list.
The one SGA really dropped the ball on by
not putting on there.
''Take Me Down to the Paradise City''
by Guns and Roses.
OMG that would have been an awesome song.
Also "Come on Feel the Noise" by Q!.riet
Riot?
OR
"Livin on a Prayer" by Bon Jovi We
kinda are living on a prayer aren't we?
"Come on Feel the Noise" though
would be the best though. I don't know
why, but it makes me think more people
will do it in the stands like that one day in
the Citrus bowl when people did it.
- BffiER MUSIC

•
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Lobbyists write the
script, reps follow
It looks like the offiscript when all he had
to do was stay quiet
cial House of Represenwhile the president
tatives debate record
talked.
needs to open an
The lobbyists were
account with
even so helpful as to
turnitin.com. According
write a v'ersion for
to an article in The New
Republicans and a verYork Times, a whole
sion for Democrats.
bunch of the speeches .
That's cool. They're on
given by Democrats and
Republicans over the
SAMUEL J. STRUCKHOFF the ball. One could say
that these are the kind
course of the health care
Opinions Editor
of go-getters that should
debate were copy and
be doing the work in
pasted from a single
congress, but they're so good that
source.
What's really scary is whom the they're already on it.
Does this sound silly to you?
representatives are letting do their
Cause it should. Follcs don't get to
homework: Lobbyists for Genentech, one of the largest biomedical elect lobbyists, but apparently
those are the people that get a
companies in the world and a
very big say in what comes out of
generous campaign contributor.
the mouths of our representation.
More than a dozen representaIn the debate over how health
tives used at least part of.what was
care will look in our country, there
sent to them by a ghostwriter are people paid to look out for our
some of them going the extra mile
interests who can scarcely take the
and just using the whole thing. It's
time to tweak the stuff they take
estimated that about 42 represenfrom another author.
tatives used some of the suggesNow that's just lazy.
tions from lobbyists in their offiIf I went about my work as a
cial statements.
student the way these representaIf the House Ethics Committee
tives go about debating for health
were anything like our Office of
care reform, I would lose my
Student Conduct, heads would be
scholarships, maybe get expelled
rolling about now.
- either way, I'd be out of school
To be fair, this is a case ofloband lose both of my jobs.
byists doing their job. Lobbyists
That's what that kind of slackare supposed to supply legislators
with facts, counterarguments, talk- ing would get me: a fast track to
unemployment and a forfeited
ing points and the like. Represeneducation. My folks would be distatives aren't judged so much on
appointed, but ultimately I'm only
their speech composition and
hurting myself in this hypothetical.
overall originality. If somebody
When representatives don't
else can say it better, then maybe
turn in their own work, they're
they should.
only cutting corners on how well
Even if this means America's
they represent the wants and
lobbyists are getting their job
needs of their constituents.
done, this certainly isn't a case of
The silver lining on the whole
inspiring leadership on the part of
thing is that tht; number of repreour reps.
sentatives with conspicuously simiIn some cases, representatives
lar speeches was split evenly
were on the record making identibetween republicans and democcal speeches. It's one thing to
rats. When it came time to vote on·
bring forward a umr1ed front with
a cohesive message, but we're talk- healthcare reform the vote was split
. ing about elected officials reciting
down party lines, but they could at
word for word something they got least agree on who would be writing
in an e-mail from a lobbying firm.
their speeches for the debate.
The House has already started
You might expect Joe "You lie!"
Wilson to have no problem inject-- explaining away the situation. Aides
have been blamed and side-steps
ing some personality into his
records or at least departing from
have been made.
A Genentech lobbyist even said it
the script, but even he was one of
the copy-paste-cats. Come on, this
happens all the time, but does that
is the guy who couldn't stick to the make you feel any better about it?
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The Future ern:ourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit.for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralfloridaFuture.com or fax them to407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

READER VIEWS

Poor manners mar
everyone's experience
Dear Editor,
UCF fans could use a lesson in
manners.
, My husband and I, with much
anticipation. attended the Texas vs.
UCF game in Austin this past weekend It was a lovely day and a full
stadium. Over 101,000 fans were in
attendance. And, to our pleasant
surprise, UCF had a nice-sized contingent of fans there, too. I would
guess around 500 UCF supporters.
There was much pageantry and fanfare. U.S. flags were at half-staff, and
there was a military flyover after the
national anthem was played in
honor of the fallen soldiers from the
j

Fort Hood incident.
The UT band then went and
made a giant T in front of the tunnel the players would run out to
take the field. When the University
of Texas players ran out, many
UCF fans actually had the audacity
to boo their team. There were
99,500+ UT fans, and when the
UCF team took the field, there was
no booing from any of them.
Someone needs to remind the UCF
fans that when our team travels,
we are their guests. It is bad
enough that we boo the opposing
team in our own stadium, buf to do
it in their house? High school is
over. Grow up.

CONNIE WASHAM
COLLEGE OF NURSING
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www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555 .I
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 am. Fri. for MOIL issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

4 p.m. Wed. for Thu,:s. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 am. -5p.m.

407-447-4SSS • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

$1 OGift Card 1o Sig, Up

gve $10 iTll'leS Gift Cad b the

Tub" Needed for~ with 91h
ga:leBdlgY,Ageba I,
~M.Uerallre. Spendl
I. Please emai resure 10
d!mb@pja-qJa.com

MOVE IN TODAY!
"The Ed;le" localed on ,AJafaya
& Re9Bd1 A<wy. 2 becioon 2
bath. 07e female rocmna!e lllli
Doo:rrtler. (Hy a q,.a1er me
fn:m.l..Cf. ~4 tu..rgym, pod &
Q!l11El rocm $615 a rrorlhwaler, ~ & gas m.decl!
Cal 561-313-1002 CJ" emai:
w.ul<rral@att.tm<beny.ra

fist 50YA'.ll'l1Eil1 ard 50 men 10
sg, i..p with area Jm10 ard
detaioo)mie,

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day pjaiia. l'-tJ El(perienre

UCF/NE ORLANOO

~Tran-g~
/;ga 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 1/J7.

"'

Earn Extra tvb,ey. Stu:lents
needed /J6AP. Ean i..p 1D $150
perdaybeiYJa~Sn:wer:
l'-tJ El(perienre RE:q..ted.

•·

P<lt-Trne~ Needed
. S1a1igmekof1/1&'10. M.stbe
g:xxl with teens.
Moo, Tues, nus, Ri 2:15- 7:15
Wro 1:15-7:15
Please emai resure 1D:
cbm@i:xJa.qla.com

Cal 1-00J..7224791

Big Bran Woo<! Corrp.s Scierce,
Malh, & ~M:psWmei
PTA: /IRE(J Re9Bd1Ass:x:iales.
Please emai ~@a-acorn

•

.
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

!Im

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-lime
Help Wanted: Fufl-Tme
Business Opportunities .
ForRentHomes
For Rent: ~mments
Roommates

C
C
C
B
B
B
A

A
B

Sublease
ForSafe:Homes

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Announcements
600 Traver
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

SuveyTekers Needed: Mare $525 per~ WWW.GetPaiifolrn<.com
SURVEYTAKERS NEEDED:
Make $5-25 per~ WWW.GetPaiifolrn<.com

C.ooria) Pointe Luxuy ~
1& 2 Ba:tooms Ree W/D, pod,
filness center, paoos.
2300 EOJn Ci: 407-679-6001

S1at 4> Coo-pa,y ~ for an
crl'DOOUS, rrotiva1Ed irdvrlJal
10pn as a f\J.tine partner.
Sl<is in busress )li<nTg, web
ecxronics, au, ei1tH
expenerce with CJ" an i1la-est n,
the fim ard ~ mJSlry.

$275 PER MO. Dec. is FREE!
Pm::ess room, pivae
ballYoom. Fanaes cny. l'-tl
pelS. Gated CXll1'lTUily, u
ca:a,a, 00N il'Mmme.
Cal 407-34().9887

NO SALARY ~ ard
slock.
(Hy the roucgeous need aw)y.
Fa' rrore inbmalion

Rooms avail. f0r clea,, quiet and
resp. senor a !J'lldlate studenls

-cal: 407-<105-2275
OR
emai:OlcmelHVC@gnai.com

wired. $5900. 407-692o752
Tra::tlr 2(X)l Jcm Deere 5425
<Xll1tn ~13@ive.com 4WD
L.oooar ard C/Il Heal/Ar An!
$4400 p-one 561-952-0315

a:XY2T~ Canay LE. $4950
000. & 2fXf1 Lexus ES350 Wi't
Ccni $25,500 000. 8olh i1 great
rord. Cal for detais 407415{,()53

First issue:
Each addl issue:

B

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

A
B

B
B

e·

BLOCK GARAGE SALE: SAT

NOV218an-~
16970 l.a<e Pl:i<ett Rd; Fea!uoo
iErns n:lu:le ltm.re,
raJSElWlleS, tdday deOJralins,
&J' TY, saeo speakas, ckllhes,
i:uses, tools, washer,tiyer

Scnlened-ln patio with 20 person
ln-gr0l,id jacuzzi, prof. pool 1able

1-bmeless? Stay Here! LCF's best wey 1D
fro a pa:e 1D stay!Also veN al a:Js cri~
atwww.l..CFrews.oomtlassffied

with~ hugewalk~n kildlen,
WIO, d!j1al cable, hlgh-6peed
wireless internet, seclSily system
and lawn caa ~ All. util.
Incl IVloYHl Jan. ·1. No
smoking'pels please. Cal 407-7095098 for more Info.

Rocm for rent in 6
becioon

$550tro. )rd HemetCa:Jle,

utiires, W/D, cistr.Yasher,
oomn.nty pod. Cormm crea
moo savice. A ~ OON. Cal
407~CJ"321-43&1354

MOVE-IN SPECIAL 1ST
MON FREE W/YR LEASE! Gaal
Avab1 Pai< 312.5 VM'hluse.
$500tmn ui o::. Cal Tori 561-

Tr"¥fllin4) Yorkies reedJ,\EIY
socazed,AKC reg,stcis,va
check, dewormed ard curert on
vmie.Heallhgaa1eea-d
~$450. ,rwets12@gnal.com

BANKRUPrCY LAW
FREE COl'JSULTATKJN
www.Acan&.laTesLaw.com
407-679-3111
415 S. Clna1::DAve, 1./v'ner Psk
MskAnctew ..kmes, Es:i.

275
DISCOUNTED PET EXAMS AND
VACCINATKJNS. 1,2 rro,d
vooi'1alions SatLrdays. 1/2 rriJed
exans TueNved. Localed behi"d

Lofts 2x2 fun, 2ni fr l..CF,$324,m)
Slulle, ~ W / D o::
We pay dep & ·1st rro Rent wAease
Cal May@ ~12-8838

THELOFfSAPT
Female Roomrae neeoo:I for 31.3
with 2cther gr1s. Ftrrishe::I,
deal. ca1a:t meN3Af>.
$584,tro, the che~JesfrateI Emai
anairofyrox@tmnai.com

1

call center with aprimary focus on high-end destinations
for domestic and international travelers. Our state-of-theart call center is in Uptown Altamonte and we're looking
for college students who have a crave to make money,
work a flexible schedule in a high energy environment.
Benefits available: paid vacation, day & night hours,
aggressive compensation package, opportunity for
growth.

1uner101@ynx).com CJ'~
(32l) 0044025

700-7231

1 Stop Florida Excitement
Peabody Vacations LLC is a seasoned vacation

ErgshB.tilcJJl.wesi:Jrsale

$400/>KC, Al Srots 4> To Dae
Ccrm:i For Mxe Info Via Emai p.-

Femae rocmna!e b' rocrn
avalaien ~ carpexrea-

L.CF n 4 bed'4 bath. 475-traih.
Av;jaje OON!!! Cal (969) fro.
7005 CJ" (989) fm-3122

3'2 home near UCF. Scmenedln pmlo with jacum Pool
table, walk-in kildlen, WIO,
secutty system and lawn
am $1300tno. Avail Jan. 1.
No srnolm1g'pels please.
2 BcV 25 BaTCl'MTOll'le with
al!a:hed garag3 i:Jr $3!0trallh,
Par,ss the street fR:m l..CF.
1rcane restricti:lns cW'}( JViove n
Spe;;iaJ with mention of ths a:f.
Cal 407-3?4-7773

oome. Berm L.CF.
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- ·--<I---+--_,___ through 9 with no
4t
6 repeats.
1---,.--i---1-----1--+-+--+----+--t Monday puzzle:
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3
8 5
1 Easy/eve/

t

l----'---1---1-----1-
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-- -L -----..

5

2 8
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1

321-972-3910
www.peabodyvacations.com

17

2

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD

Frog;JaS

n CMm.

407-366-7323

1 Heats a bit
6 Movie music
11 Cigar residue
14 Like loud crowds
15 "Family Matters'
nerd Steve
16 "!like •: '50s
• campaign slogan
17Striding
sett-confidently
19 Blender setting
20 Having sufficient
skill
21 No-brainer
college course
22 Lamp-to-plug link
23 God of thunder
25 Short races
27 It's a virtue, so
lheysay
31 iTunes download
32 Midterms, e.g.
33Emitteda
delighted sigh
35 Beaver or boater
3BTickotf
39 Paid lo play
40 Hepcat's jargon
41 Condescending
cluck
.
42 Climbing tool for
frozen surlaces
43 TV host Philbin
44 About, in a
memo
46 Words while
delivering a
blow
48Team
supporters,
collectively
51 Hobbling gait
52 Tiny pond plant
53 Aired, as a TV
show
55 Wolf's shelter
59 Dry genUy, as
tears
60 Enjoying an
extravagant
eX!slence
62 Brit. record co.
63"Maria ":
1940ssong
64 Kitchen
tea~el1<er
65 Pooch
66 '50s Ford flop
67 Part of a Santa
costume

By Nancy Salomon

DOWN,
1 Muted trumpet
sound
2 Mideast native
3 Orce throw
4 Provide a
schedule slot

11/1Ml9
S)IV3.L• SON31]: ..!!..!iB.
3111:1v
owns J. E~~
sv111•1113ov.Lv II.L' S
3 Ill V 1 :I , V N II 3 .L 3
3 3 .L V 0 3 1
V 1 3 a NV l'l
1111 3 .L . N V 3 a. II I VNO
-3 A N
V 1 3 - 0 0 II
1 II I 0 II n 0}. II 3 II 3 II O :I
V 3
3 .L S 0
II 3 . L .L S 3
3 Z V 1 o - 0 8 0 II
I 3 )I
0 3 0 I V N n• II 0
3 l',I I .L NO SA VM 1 V

---- ,. -,
,,
I

(for)
5 lndiantitle
6 Crop yielding a
common
sweetener
-v
7 PC monitors
B Gives the nod lo
9Wentoffthe
)S)V 1 1 I .I. 11 0 .I.
H ::> .L I ft
wagon, e.g.
..LSIX3
10 RrghH1ngled pipe 0 3 M O . V l 3 1
11 Shooting for the
ISdVS.3/IV3
3 3 N 3 II
stars
I
Last issue solved
12 Mini, midi or
maxi
37iryout
47 Crowned
13Whammies
checker
39 Game in which
18 Casino sign gas
48 Washed-Out
'bullets"
can
be
22 Finish in front
49
San
Antonio
whatever
card
24 "For _ a jolly ..."
you decide
mission
26 Towel holder
40747,
for
one
50
Gutter
sites
27 Saucy
42 Nest egg
· 54 Trig function
28 Graph's x or y
component, for
56 La Scala solo
29Carrying on
short
57 Operatic prince
conceltedly
43Sleep lab
58 Tear apart
30 Bother big-time
acronym
60 Filmmaker Spike
34 Six-sided
45 Org. IMth dribblers 61 Soft toss
36 Nike competitor

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Se'rgSomelhrg? Wllhotr85%

su:x:ess rate, ifs as g:xxt as g:inel To

pa:e a, oo call 4074474555 CJ' k:g:l,'1
www.~.com.tiassffied

Mssioo tr1) tJ ~ May 11 .A.Ile 8, ~10 for deci:ated,,
ch.rch-gJrg Cllistials:

m@MssiooT~cxg

•
Call int
407-447-4555

Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

7 9

....

417 CenterPointe Cir Ste# 1711 • AHamonte Springs, FL 32701

uzz es y appocom

Fill in the grid so
-+---+---t--t that every row,
column and 3x3 box
-.----+--1 contains the digits 1

300
3 IVil bke 1D I.X:F 38dlf .SBa
IMMACLA.ATE! Ne.v: Roof,
AQHeat, ~ l'b:lfn,J,
Part.. Borreiie$115,000
Hu!y, $8,000 IRS aedt erds
S'.Xll1!4007432-1351
nitmmlrds@belscxih.re!

$J3

-1-------le-----+ _ _ _

2 3 J.

I

$}9

ACROSS

in irm1aculale 3,2 home ,_. UCF.

3 ba:tooms 2 OO!hooms, 2 CaGacgefor ra1t in Uriversity Dr
am 0eer1 Rd. Less 111an 5 rm
from LCF. SWeris ere l'.Eb:lrne.
$1,150 per M:d1
$1,150 Clep:)si fee.

www.workforstudents.com

Like new 2006 Yanaha YlrR6S. r.lJSt sell. Only 2700 miles.
DO exhaust pipe, IVlcheln PIiot
Power 2 Compculd tires, 600cc,
4c:ylinclers, 4-61roke, Sfi#.y

CAN YOU FIND
ANYTHING BETTER!

UCF AREA HOUSE in Gated Com.
Huge Sl1IV1ing ~ AD applimlces incl
Available 1211500 $1500lnonlh
Call l'lck @407-810-7622

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

Fatto,,20/J7Hooey-Oa\id&n
Softai Fl.STF Falroi, fast sale
$4000 <Xll1tn a1 nd82ys@msn.com Al Qrome, Low mies, 941-,
761-6103
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A
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www.takemein1ra:le.com, v..il
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RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

100
Ft.my ard free 00N datrg si1e,
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Walk in:
I 1825 High Tech Ave.
Suite #100
Orlando, FL 32817

A18
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